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BOND FOR MALAYSIA
VEHICLE OWNERS
I REFER to the letter
“Third-party insurance for
Malaysia vehicles”
(my paper, Sept 25).
I agree with the writer
that something has to be
done to protect the interests
of Singapore car owners.
As for pedestrians, they
are put in a difficult
situation should a
Malaysian-registered
vehicle hit them.
Because claiming
against Malaysian car
owners’ insurance is such a
lengthy process, most
would give up and accept
whatever drivers offer as
compensation or claim
against their own policies.
If owners of Malaysiaregistered vehicles are
required to take on some
form of local insurance or
pay a deposit when they
enter Singapore, this might
prompt them to be more
careful on the road.
If not, it would at least
raise awareness of the
consequences should they
get involved in an accident
with a Singapore-registered
vehicle or pedestrian.
Mr Darren Lee Siak Fei

TOH YI SENIORS’
CORNER MISUSED
I OFTEN visit friends
who live in Upper Bukit
Timah. The senior citizens’
corner in the void deck of
Block 4, Toh Yi Drive, is
often misused.
I have seen a man
spending the night on a
bench in the corner, as well
as parking attendants who
chit-chat and have their
meals at the tables there.
I have no objection to
parking attendants taking a
break in the area, but I
have seen many dirtying
the tables with their food
and, worse, smoking
without consideration for
the elderly.
The floor is littered with
cigarette butts and ash.
Senior citizens’ corners
are meant for the elderly,
who form a significant part
of the population in the
neighbourhood.
What I described above
are examples of outrageous
misuse of community
facilities.
Madam Jenny Toh

F1 organisers need to up the ante
I

REFER to the commentary
on the Singapore Formula
One Grand Prix, “Good or
bad, it takes drama to fill seats”
(my paper, Sept 28).
Sports editor Chia Han
Keong is right on the money
when he suggests that drama
has been an integral factor in
stimulating and sustaining interest in this year’s F1 night race.
The Renault “Crashgate” saga, coupled with the increasingly tight contest between the
Brawn and Red Bull teams, has
got fans and non-fans interested.
Moreover, the challenges
posed by the venue, such as the

heat and the nature of the street
track, as mentioned by many
drivers, has provided much excitement during the race.
However, they cannot be relied upon to make future F1 races in Singapore a success.
There will come a time when
the novelty of a night race
would wear off, when the beauty
of Singapore’s skyline would be
taken for granted, and when
racetrack drama subsides.
Hence, organisers need to
spice up the race, along with its
side events, to maintain its allure.
The accompanying parties
and concerts were a great first
step towards this.

In addition, organisers
should also explore ways to take
F1 fever to the heartlands, so
that more people can appreciate
the beauty of the sport.
This could be a perfect opportunity to cultivate a sporting culture in Singapore; while many
are aware of F1, there is a dearth
of knowledge about the
intricacies of the sport.
Competitions could be held
in schools to rouse students’
interest, with race tickets as
prizes.
The potential for promotional activities is vast, from
television programmes to
meet-the-driver sessions in the
heartlands.

Steady dialogue between
residents and TCs vital
I REFER to a commentary in the
press about the importance of residents’ roles in town councils (TCs).
The links between TCs and the residents they serve is crucial in shaping
TCs’ success.
Although TCs appoint contractors
to maintain cleanliness in estates, residents also need to keep tabs on the
performance of these contractors and
let TCs know whether they are doing
the job well.
The same goes for the maintenance
of Housing Board blocks.
If residents are apathetic and do
not provide feedback about the condition of their flats, then more lift breakdowns, poorly maintained windows

and spalling concrete will be seen.
If financially savvy residents had
worked with TCs, some councils
could probably have avoided making
losses from their investments in structured products.
It is vital that residents and TCs
maintain a steady dialogue.
TCs should organise more seminars
where issues concerning residents and
TC operations can be discussed in a
frank, constructive manner.
This would be a significant move
towards growing mutual respect, understanding, cooperation and trust
between TCs and residents.
Mr Teo Kueh Liang

Bosses, let workers take
leave on hourly basis
EMPLOYERS might want to consider letting workers take annual and
medical leave on an hourly instead of
daily basis.
This would be a better match for
the lifestyles of most people.
Leave taken on a by-day basis
seems to be an archaic practice.
Allowing workers to take leave by
the hour has the following advantages:
Saving man-hours
쐽 An employee who feels unwell in
the morning and needs to rest for,
say, an hour before going to work
would not need to waste a few
man-hours by taking a half-day off.

쐽 An employee who needs just an
hour to settle a personal matter

would not have to take a half or
whole day off.
Flexibility

쐽 A worker could take leave from
3pm to 12pm the next day.
쐽 A worker who needs to leave the
office half an hour earlier or arrive an
hour later on a regular basis because
he or she has to accompany a child to
and from school would be able to do
so easily by taking leave.
This idea may seem radical and face
opposition from most bosses.
However, these employers should
think out of the box.
Mr Allan Tan

If race organisers could capitalise on F1’s novelty in Singapore and interest in the race,
more people would get involved.

Mr Kwan Jin Yao

HELPDESK
Integral: ϡ
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Novelty:
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